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We decided to produce MOCs for Chandra archival 
data for very selfish reasons that have little to do 
with sharing our data and everything to do with our 

Chandra ecosystem 
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The growth in size and complexity of Chandra 
archival data calls for new ways to provide 

descriptions of the global properties of the data in 
the archive at all levels of aggregation
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Goals
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➡  Facilitate comparison with coverage of other missions (XMM, 
HST, Spitzer)


➡  Provide a global representation of the Chandra coverage

➡ Small total footprint (< 2.2 square degrees)

➡ Complex, sparse, inhomogeneous collection of irregular patches


➡  Avoid inefficient usage of other Chandra interfaces


➡ “Experimental” project

➡ Small scale, quick (?), minimal impact

➡ Gauge community response for future plan

➡ Lightweight precursor to Chandra HiPS, currently in production
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➡Anomalous spikes of heavy 
usage of SIA service 
installed on the FPS server


➡Very similar to DoS attacks

➡ “Culprits” were identified

➡ Legitimate massive spatial 

queries 
➡ Millions of positions 

searched, few hundreds 
returned data 

➡ Very inefficient usage of 
interfaces
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How we produce 

MOCs
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➡  Input from STC polygon descriptions of single chips used for 
each Chandra observations

➡ Easily accessible information from our databases

➡ Aladin in command line mode to create/update the MOCs

➡ STILTS used to validate the new MOCs


➡  Distinct MOCs for imaging (HRC & ACIS) and gratings (HETG & 
LETG) observations

➡ Footprint information for grating observations still useful for reference


➡  MOCs for Chandra Source Catalog (1.1 and soon 2)

➡ Static (one time-off) MOCs

➡ Observations included are selected based on more complex set of 

criteria
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➡  Weekly updates to the MOCs

➡ newly public Chandra observations are incorporated every week

➡ additional coverage can vary between 0 and ~0.3 square degrees per 

week


➡  Same MOC at different max spatial resolutions

➡ MOC orders 10 (smallest cell resolution ~3.4’) to 13 (~25.7’’)

➡ Choice based to roughly approximate Chandra spatial resolution

➡ Rethinking some of our choices based on users’ feedback (see 

later)
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http://cxc.cfa.harvard.edu/cda/cda_moc.html
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Chandra MOCs 

webpage
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➡  What are MOCs?


➡  Visualization catches the eye…

➡ Aladin Lite Javascript widget (thanks Thomas!) embedded in the 

webpage


➡  …but MOCs are useful in multiple ways 

➡ 2 step-by-step write-ups of usage scenarios that makes sense for 

Chandra community

➡ providing some details on how to filter lists of coordinates with 

MOCs (inMOC(), nearMOC() STILTS functions) or perform logical 
operations on multiple MOCs (Aladin)


➡  Introducing MOC-compatible tools

➡ promote tools and libraries that work with MOCs (Aladin, Topcat, 

MOCpy, PyMOC)
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Early users’ feedback
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➡  Overall positive reception 
➡ Most first time users found MOCs useful and “cool”

➡ Correlation with seniority: younger researchers tend to know MOCs 

and/or are willing to use them more often than experienced researchers

➡ Rethinking MOCs orders based on feedback

➡ Requests for deeper integration with Chandra public interfaces 

➡ Users would love if MOCs carried additional information (i.e., list of 

observations contributing to each cell)


➡  Specific questions

➡ “Can MOCs be read in DS9?”

➡ “Where are the Chandra HiPS?!?!!!!” 
➡ “Can you get me a special MOC based on a collection of observations 

of my choice?”



➡  Making Chandra MOCs available everywhere


➡  Chandra HiPS


➡  Pursuing deeper integration of Chandra MOCs/HiPS into our 
Chandra public interfaces

What’s next
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